Cannabinoid signaling is involved in different brain functions and it is mediated by the cannabinoid receptor 1 (CNR1), which is encoded by the CNR1 gene. Previous evidence suggests an association between cognition and cannabis use. The logical interaction between genetically determined cannabinoid signaling and cannabis use has not been determined. Therefore, we investigated whether CNR1 variation predicts CNR1 prefrontal mRNA expression in postmortem prefrontal human tissue. Then, we studied whether functional variation in CNR1 and cannabis exposure interact in modulating prefrontal function and related behavior during working memory processing. Thus, 208 healthy subjects (113 males) were genotyped for the relevant functional SNP and were evaluated for cannabis use by the Cannabis Experience Questionnaire. All individuals performed the 2-back working memory task during functional magnetic resonance imaging. CNR1 rs1406977 was associated with prefrontal mRNA and individuals carrying a G allele had reduced CNR1 prefrontal mRNA levels compared with AA subjects. Moreover, functional connectivity MRI demonstrated that G carriers who were also cannabis users had greater functional connectivity in the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and reduced working memory behavioral accuracy during the 2-back task compared with the other groups. Overall, our results indicate that the deleterious effects of cannabis use are more evident on a specific genetic background related to its receptor expression.
INTRODUCTION
The effects of exogenous cannabis on physiology of the central nervous system are mainly modulated by cannabinoid receptor 1 (CNR1; Pertwee, 2008) . This receptor is expressed in high concentrations on axons and terminals of both glial elements and neurons (Matsuda, 1997) throughout the central nervous system, including the prefrontal cortex (PFC; Pazos et al, 2005) . Cannabinoid signaling is involved in various brain functions such as motor control, emotional responses, motivated behavior (Mouslech and Valla, 2009) , and cognitive regulation (Ruiz-Contreras et al, 2013 . It is now well established that delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (the active ingredient of cannabis) is a CNR1 partial agonist. Like any other partial agonist, delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol can serve both to activate or to block CNR1 receptors, depending on the expression level and coupling efficiency of these receptors (Pertwee, 2008) . Consistently, several cognitive processes can be affected by delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (D' Souza et al, 2004; Lane et al, 2005) , possibly by increasing CNR1-mediated release of acetylcholine, glutamate, and dopamine in PFC (Pertwee, 2008) . However, the relationship between cannabis use and cognitive processing is still a matter of contention. Intuitively, one may expect cannabis to have a deleterious effect on cognitive performance. However, studies in healthy subjects have reported conflicting results. For example, some studies indicate that cannabis use is associated with poorer processing during cognitive functions (Bolla et al, 2002; Jockers-Scherübl et al, 2007) including working memory (Solowij et al, 2002) , whereas others report no difference (Pope et al, 2001) . Similar discrepancies are also present in studies in patients with schizophrenia. Some studies have reported impaired cognitive performance in patients using cannabis (Mata et al, 2008) , others improved performance (Jockers-Scherübl et al, 2007; Schnell et al, 2009) , and others no effect (Sevy et al, 2007) .
Along with several other factors, these discrepancies may also be because of genetic variation having an impact on these cognitive phenotypes (Barnes et al, 2011) . In fact, two recent studies have reported an association between CNR1 genetic variation and working memory processing. In particular, an adenine-adenine-thymine trinucleotide repeats polymorphism and the rs2180619 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of the CNR1 gene (6q14-q15) have been associated with working memory performance in healthy subjects (Ruiz-Contreras et al, 2013 . However, the functional role of these polymorphisms has not been empirically demonstrated (Ruiz-Contreras et al, 2013 .
The aim of this study was twofold: first, to identify functional genetic variation within CNR1 predicting mRNA levels in human postmortem PFC; second, to test whether such variation interacts with cannabis use to predict complex prefrontal phenotypes during working memory processing in psychiatrically healthy individuals. Given the relevance of cannabinoid signaling for working memory (Ruiz-Contreras et al, 2013 , we hypothesized that genetic variation predicting reduced levels of prefrontal CNR1 would also interact with cannabis use to predict abnormal prefrontal activity, connectivity, and related behavior during working memory.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

CNR1 mRNA Expression in Postmortem PFC of Healthy Humans
A publicly available collection of 105 postmortem human brains of non-psychiatric Caucasian individuals with available information on sex (31 females), age at death (mean age ± SD, 30.4 ± 21.3 years), pH of the cerebellar tissue (6.5±0.3), postmortem interval in hours (27.2±15.0) and RNA integrity number (8.1 ± 0.9) was used for this study. Fetal brains of this collection were excluded from the analysis because of their limited sample size (http:// braincloud.jhmi.edu/). Details of informed consent, ethics, autopsy, tissue acquisition, handling processing, dissection, clinical characterization, diagnoses, neuropathological examinations, toxicological analysis, RNA extraction, quality control measures, and DNA evaluation from cerebellar tissue were described previously (Colantuoni et al, 2011; Blasi et al, 2013a; Blasi et al, 2013b) .
Sixty-one CNR1 SNPs had been typed in the Braincloud sample. Given the low number of subjects homozygous for the minor alleles, we collapsed these individuals (when present) and heterozygous subjects within one group for further analyses. This procedure is consistent with a series of earlier studies evaluating polymorphisms with low minor allele frequencies, especially when codominance of the alleles is not known (Blasi et al, 2013a) . For each CNR1 SNP, postmortem prefrontal mRNA expression values were used as the dependent variable in an analysis of variance (ANOVA), with the selected SNP as the independent variable. Any statistically significant association with prefrontal mRNA expression was then controlled for the effects of covariates of no interest (age at death; postmortem interval in hours; pH; RNA integrity number; sex) in an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Results were considered as significant at po0.05, Bonferroni corrected for the number of CNR1 SNPs characterized in Braincloud (N ¼ 61). Based on these analyses, the SNP rs1406977 resulted significantly associated with prefrontal mRNA expression (see below, results section), and was thus considered for the in vivo analyses.
CNR1 Genetic Variation and Working Memory Processing
A total of 208 healthy subjects (113 males; mean age ± SD, 27.50 ± 7.79 years) entered the study. All participants were unrelated Caucasian from the region of Puglia in Italy. Protocols and procedures were approved by the local Institutional Review Board. After complete description of the study to the subjects, written informed consent was obtained. Subjects underwent the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV to exclude any Axis I psychiatric disorder. Exclusion criteria were an active cannabis use in the past 6 months and during the study protocol, use of other stimulant drugs, head trauma with loss of consciousness, and any significant medical illness. Parental socioeconomical status (Hollingshead Scale, 44.14±16.52), handedness (Edinburgh Inventory, 0.81 ± 0.34), and total IQ (WAIS-R, 107.64 ± 11.33) were also measured.
CNR1 rs1406977 Genotyping for the In Vivo Studies DNA was extracted from whole blood using standard procedures. Determination of CNR1 rs1406977 genotype was conducted using the 5 0 exonuclease TaqMan assay. ANOVAs and w 2 were used to evaluate the relation between genotype and demographics data.
Alcohol and Tobacco Use
Participants were asked about their use of alcohol and tobacco. Those who reported alcohol use were interviewed using the Tolerance, Worried, Eye-opener, Amnesia, and Cut down (TWEAK) alcohol screening test (Chan et al, 1993) . This five-question questionnaire is useful to screen for harmful drinking habits in the general population. Similarly, participants who reported tobacco use were interviewed using the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND; Heatherton et al, 1991) . This six-question questionnaire is useful to screen for nicotine dependence in the general population. To test the distribution of these possible confounders in our sample, w 2 was used to evaluate the relationship between lifetime harmful alcohol use (yes/no) and genotype/cannabis use as well as between lifetime nicotine dependence (yes/no) and genotype/cannabis use. Questionnaires were not available for the entire sample, but only for 153 subjects (73.6%).
Cannabis Use
All participants were asked about their use of illicit drugs and those who reported cannabis use were interviewed using the Cannabis Experience Questionnaire (CEQ; Di Forti et al, 2012) . This questionnaire allows the detailed assessment of lifetime patterns of cannabis and stimulants use, including age at first use, frequency and duration of use, CNR1 gene, cannabis use and working memory M Colizzi et al and the specific type of cannabis used. ANOVAs and w 2 were used to evaluate the relationship between lifetime cannabis use (yes/no) and demographics data.
Working Memory Task and Analysis of Behavioral Data
All subjects completed the 2-back working memory task (Bertolino et al, 2010) during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Briefly, n-back refers to how far back in the sequence of stimuli the subject has to recall. The stimuli consisted of numbers (1-4) shown in random sequence and displayed at the points of a diamond-shaped box. There was a visually paced motor task that also served as a nonmemory-guided control condition (0-back) that simply required subjects to identify the stimulus currently seen. In the working memory condition, the task required recollection of a stimulus seen two stimuli previously (2-back) while continuing to encode additionally incoming stimuli.
A factorial ANOVA, with cannabis use (yes/no) and CNR1 rs1406977 genotype (AA, G carrier) as independent variables, was used to evaluate the main effects as well as the interaction between cannabis use and rs1406977 on working memory performance. A factorial ANOVA was also performed in the 153 individuals with available information on tobacco and alcohol use. Furthermore, to control for the potential confounding effect of nicotine and alcohol use, a factorial ANCOVA was performed by adding these variables as covariates. The statistical threshold was set at po0.05. Fisher's test was used for post hoc analyses.
fMRI Data Acquisition
Blood oxygen level-dependent fMRI was performed on a GE Signa 3 T scanner (General Electric), equipped with a standard quadrature head coil as previously described (Bertolino et al, 2010) . A gradient-echo planar imaging sequence (repetition time, 2000 ms; echo time, 28 ms; 20 interleaved axial slices; thickness, 4 mm; gap, 1 mm; voxel size, 3.75 mm (isotropic); flip angle, 901; field of view, 24 cm; matrix, 64 Â 64) was used to acquire 120 volumes while subjects performed the 2-back working memory task. The first four scans were discarded to allow for a T1 equilibration effect.
fMRI Data Analysis
Analysis of the fMRI data was completed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM8; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/ spm). All preprocessing was performed as described previously (Blasi et al, 2013b) . Following preprocessing, all fMRI data were analyzed using General Linear Model (GLM) to detect changes in brain activity based on a priori task design and hemodynamic response function. We also used Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to identify patterns of higher-order functional connectivity within multiple networks during the same task, each of which subserves a specific subprocess (functional covariance).
General Linear Model
The individual contrast images (2-vs 0-back) were used in second-level random-effects models to determine taskspecific regional responses at the group level. In particular, factorial ANOVA was performed on this contrast, entering cannabis use (yes/no) and CNR1 rs1406977 genotypes (AA, G carrier) as independent variables. A factorial ANOVA was also performed in the 153 individuals with available information on tobacco and alcohol use. Furthermore, to control for the potential confounding effects of nicotine, alcohol, and behavioral performance at the task, factorial ANCOVAs were performed by adding these variables as covariates. We used a family-wise small volume-corrected statistical threshold of p value o0.05 (minimum cluster size [k] ¼ 5), using as volume of interest the Wake Forest University PickAtlas (http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/cms/software #PickAtlas) Brodmann's areas (BAs) of the dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC). These regions of interest were a priori chosen based on our investigation of prefrontal phenotypes and on the well-established association between the n-back task and activity in the dorsolateral PFC (Bertolino et al, 2010; Blasi et al, 2013b) .
Independent Component Analysis
A group spatial ICA was performed using the infomax algorithm (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995) within the GIFT toolbox (http://icatb.sourceforge.net). fMRI datasets were split into a final set of 28 spatially independent components (ICs), using a modified minimum description length algorithm (Li et al, 2007) . This is a stochastic process and the end results are not always identical. To address this issue, we reran ICA for 50 iterations using ICASSO (Himberg et al, 2004) , an optimization algorithm that repeats ICA analysis multiple times and finds the degree to which ICs are consistent between different runs. Finally, IC timecourses and spatial maps (functional connectivity maps) were back-reconstructed for each participant (Calhoun et al, 2001 ). Back-reconstructed spatial maps of each IC were normalized into z-scores (Beckmann et al, 2005) that reflect the spatial map contribution to the associated timecourse. The normalized spatial maps of z-scores of each participant were averaged together across the three runs and entered into second-level random effect analysis (one-sample t test). The t-maps were used to identify the brain regions involved in each IC. On the basis of previous studies that applied ICA to large samples (Schmithorst et al, 2006 (Schmithorst et al, , 2007 , the significance threshold was set at po1 Â 10 À 10 (voxel level), family-wise error whole-brain corrected, minimum cluster size [k] ¼ 5.
Component Selection
A systematic procedure was used to individuate Functional Networks (FNs). We used the probabilistic maps of white matter, cerebrospinal fluid, and gray matter in MNI space provided with SPM8 as templates, and Multiple Linear Regression implemented in the spatial sorting function of GIFT to compare the spatial pattern of each IC with these templates. This analysis generated three correlation coefficients (r .01) were not considered to be meaningful activations in a manner similar to previous studies (Kim et al, 2009; Sambataro et al, 2010) . Therefore, seven ICs (IC 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14) were excluded from further analysis. The remaining 21 ICs were labeled as FNs and were subjected to our second criterion of experimental task relevance. We were interested in components that were highly correlated with the experimental design, the n-back task. Therefore, each subject's GLM canonical hemodynamic response model from SPM8 was entered into a temporal sorting analysis using the GIFT software to compare the temporal pattern of each IC in relation to the n-back task. This analysis generated a correlation coefficient (r 2 ) for every FN. Only eight FNs (IC 2, 9, 12, 16, 17, 23, 27, 28) showed a positive correlation with the n-back task. Finally, we used the cluster quality index (I q ) to validate ICA reliability too. Components that resulted unstable as suggested by a coefficient of stability (I q ) lower than 0.95 (Himberg et al, 2004; Sambataro et al, 2010) were removed from the analyses. Five FNs (0.86oI q o0.93) were excluded. Only three FNs showed an I q 40.95 (IC 2, 9, 17) and the t-maps were selected for further analyses. As described for the GLM approach, factorial ANOVAs were performed on these FNs entering cannabis use (yes/no) and CNR1 rs1406977 genotypes (AA, G carrier) as independent variables and brain connectivity during working memory as the dependent variable. Factorial ANOVAs were also performed in the 153 individuals with available information on tobacco and alcohol use. Furthermore, to control for the potential confounding effects of nicotine, alcohol, and behavioral performance at the task, factorial ANCOVAs were performed by adding these variables as covariates. We used a family-wise error-corrected statistical threshold of p value o0.05 (minimum cluster size [k] ¼ 5). Fisher's test was used for post hoc analyses.
RESULTS
Association of CNR1 SNPs with Postmortem CNR1 Prefrontal mRNA Expression CNR1 mRNA expression in the Braincloud sample was normally distributed. Out of the available 61 CNR1 SNPs, only rs1406977 was associated with mRNA expression in postmortem PFC (F(1, 104) ¼ 13.9, corrected p ¼ 0.019). Fisher's post hoc analysis revealed that G carriers (40 AG þ 2 GG individuals) have lower prefrontal CNR1 levels compared with AA subjects (63 individuals) (Figure 1) . Moreover, this association was also significant when covarying the analysis for sex, RNA integrity number, postmortem interval in hours, pH of the cerebellar tissue, and age.
In vivo Study: Allelic Distribution of the CNR1 rs1406977 Genotype and Demographic Measures
The allelic distribution of the rs1406977 genotype in the 208 healthy subjects included in the in vivo study was as follows: 125 AA subjects, 74 AG subjects, 9 GG subjects. As described above, AG and GG subjects were collapsed within one group. After genotype determination, groups displayed Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p40.1). The two genotype groups (AA, G carriers) did not differ for any demographic measure (sex, age, parental socioeconomical status, handedness, and total IQ, all p40.1). Similarly, there were no significant differences in demographics between cannabis users and cannabis-naïve subjects (Table 1 , all p40.1).
Patterns of Alcohol and Tobacco Use
Data were available for 153 subjects. Seventy-three individuals (48%) reported lifetime harmful alcohol use. The two genotype groups did not differ in their pattern of alcohol use. Similarly, there was no significant difference in their pattern of alcohol use between cannabis users and cannabisnaïve subjects (Table 1 , all p40.1).
Sixty-five individuals (42%) reported lifetime nicotine dependence. The two genotype groups did not differ in their pattern of tobacco use (Table 1, p40.1). Instead, cannabis users tended to be more frequently tobacco smokers with nicotine dependence (Table 1 ; w 2 ¼ 3.14, p ¼ 0.076).
Pattern of Cannabis Use
Out of 208 individuals, 91 (44%) reported lifetime cannabis use. Among cannabis users, no subject was a current cannabis user, all individuals reporting an abstinence period of at least 6 months. Pattern of cannabis use (age at first use, duration of use, frequency of use, and type used) is reported in Table 2 . The two genotype groups did not differ in their pattern of cannabis use (Table 2 , all p40.1).
Working Memory Behavioral Performance
Factorial ANOVA on accuracy data demonstrated: a main effect of CNR1 rs1406977, with G carrier subjects having reduced accuracy compared with AA subjects (F 1,207 ¼ 6.26; p ¼ 0.013); a main effect of cannabis use approaching significance, with cannabis users tending to have reduced accuracy compared with cannabis-naïve subjects ( CNR1 gene, cannabis use and working memory M Colizzi et al significantly affect working memory performance in the context of AA genotype, G-carrying cannabis users performed less accurately than G-carrying cannabis-naïve subjects (p ¼ 0.006), AA cannabis users (p ¼ 0.001), and AA cannabis-naïve subjects (po0.001) (Figure 2) . ANOVA on reaction time data revealed a main effect of CNR1 rs1406977, with G carriers subjects having greater reaction time than AA individuals (F 1,207 ¼ 3.93; p ¼ 0.049). Moreover, there was a main effect of cannabis use. Here, ANOVA in this reduced sample of subjects did not reveal any statistically significant main effect or interaction of rs1406977 and cannabis use on reaction time.
Further ANCOVAs on accuracy and reaction time using harmful drinking behavior and nicotine dependence as covariates demonstrated behavioral findings almost identical to ANOVAs results, indicating that these potentially confounding variables do not affect the behavioral results. In particular, ANCOVA on accuracy demonstrated: a main effect of CNR1 rs1406977, with G carrier subjects having reduced accuracy compared with AA subjects (F 1,152 ¼ 6.06; p ¼ 0.015); and an interaction between genotype and cannabis use (F 1,149 ¼ 4.96; p ¼ 0.027). Fisher's post hoc analysis revealed that, although cannabis use did not significantly affect working memory performance in the context of AA genotype, G-carrying cannabis users performed less accurately than G-carrying cannabis-naïve subjects (p ¼ 0.014), AA cannabis users (po0.001), and AA cannabis-naïve subjects (p ¼ 0.003).
fMRI Results
General linear model results of the working memory paradigm CNR1 rs1406977 and cannabis use main effects and interaction during working memory. Factorial ANOVA did not reveal any statistically significant main effect or interaction of rs1406977 and cannabis use on brain activity at the chosen statistical threshold. Addition of the covariates describing nicotine and alcohol use or subjects' behavioral performance in the statistical model did not modify the results.
Independent component analysis results of the working memory paradigm
Component description. As previously described, three components were found as most task-related, ie IC 2, 9, and 17. Specifically, component 2 identified primarily the bilateral parietal lobe and included the superior posterior parietal cortex (BA 7). Additional involvement of the DLPFC was also present in this component ( CNR1 rs1406977, cannabis use, and brain connectivity during working memory. Factorial ANOVAs did not reveal any statistically significant main effect or interaction of rs1406977 and of cannabis use on the Posterior Parietal Component (IC2) or on the Bilateral DLPFC Component (IC 9). Furthermore, there was no statistically significant main effect of CNR1 rs1406977 or cannabis use on the Left VLPFC Component (IC 17) connectivity. Instead, there was a significant interaction of CNR1 rs1406977 and cannabis use on the latter component (BA 47,
Post hoc analysis revealed a double dissociation. More specifically, there was greater connectivity in G-carrying cannabis users relative to G-carrying cannabis-naïve subjects (p ¼ 0.004) and an inverse pattern in AA subjects (po0.001). Similarly, although in the cannabis users group G carriers showed greater connectivity than AA subjects (p ¼ 0.002), the opposite pattern was present in the cannabis-naïve group (p ¼ 0.002) (Figure 3) .
Factorial ANOVAs in the 153 individuals with available information on tobacco and alcohol use did not reveal any statistically significant main effect or interaction of rs1406977 and of cannabis use on the Posterior Parietal Component (IC2) or on the Bilateral DLPFC Component (IC 9). Furthermore, factorial ANOVA did not reveal any statistically significant main effect of CNR1 rs1406977 or cannabis use on the Left VLPFC Component (IC 17) connectivity. Instead, there was an interaction of CNR1 rs1406977 with cannabis use on the Left VLPFC Component (Z ¼ 3.52). Post hoc analysis revealed a double dissociation. More specifically, there was greater connectivity in G-carrying cannabis users relative to G-carrying cannabis-naïve subjects (po0.001) and an inverse pattern in AA subjects (p ¼ 0.018). Similarly, although in the cannabis user group G carriers showed greater connectivity than AA subjects (po0.001), the opposite pattern was present in the cannabis-naïve group (p ¼ 0.019).
Further ANCOVAs adding the covariates describing nicotine and alcohol use in the statistical model demonstrated an interaction of CNR1 rs1406977 with cannabis use on the Left VLPFC Component (Z ¼ 3.56), indicating that these potentially confounding variables do not significantly change the results.
Finally, ANCOVAs using subjects' behavioral performance as a covariate demonstrated an interaction of CNR1 rs1406977 with cannabis use on the Left VLPFC Component (Z ¼ 4.29), indicating that this potentially confounding variable do not significantly change the results.
DISCUSSION
The present results indicate that rs1406977 is associated with differential CNR1 mRNA expression in postmortem human PFC. Moreover, this polymorphism interacts with cannabis use in modulating ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC) connectivity and behavior during working memory. These CNR1 gene, cannabis use and working memory M Colizzi et al results shed new light on the potential for cannabis use to alter working memory prefrontal connectivity and related behavior based on specific genetic backgrounds. Moreover, they provide another instance of the multiple possible interactions between environmental factors and genetic variation on brain activity and behavior.
Our candidate for an association between CNR1 and working memory dysfunction was the CNR1 rs1406977 polymorphism. Our postmortem findings suggested a functional role of this SNP in modulating prefrontal CNR1 mRNA expression, with G carriers having reduced prefrontal CNR1 levels compared with AA subjects. Given the potential for this association to alter physiological patterns of brain response, we investigated whether rs1406977 and cannabis use together concur in modulating complex phenotypes at greater biological distance from gene effects and including brain connectivity during working memory and related behavior. At the behavioral level, we find an interaction between cannabis use and rs1406977 on working memory behavioral performance in healthy subjects. In particular, in the context of cannabis use, rs1406977 G carriers, who had significantly lower CNR1 mRNA levels than AA subjects, have reduced accuracy at the 2-back task compared with the other groups. Instead, cannabis use did not significantly affect working memory performance in the context of AA genotype. This result extends previous reports on association of genetic variability in CNR1 (adenineadenine-thymine trinucleotide repeat and rs2180619 polymorphisms) with cognitive behavior (Ruiz-Contreras et al, 2013 . To understand the functional significance of rs2180619, we evaluated the potential association of rs9353528 (which is in high linkage disequilibrium r 2 ¼ 0.934, D 0 ¼ 1.0) with mRNA expression of CNR1 in Braincloud. However, this SNP is not associated with expression (results not shown, F 2,104 ¼ 0.28; uncorrected p ¼ 0.75) indicating that this is not the mechanism explaining the earlier association (RuizContreras et al, 2014) . Overall, our result suggests a moderating effect of variation in CNR1 on the relationship between cannabis use and cognition, and may implicate the G allele of rs1406977 in genetic vulnerability to cannabis-induced altered cognition. Consistently, other studies have indicated that variation in specific genes may influence the risk for cannabis users to develop altered cognition (van Winkel et al, 2011a; Verdejo-García et al, 2013) . Specific brain imaging phenotypes in our study were also affected by genetic variation in CNR1 and cannabis use. In fact, their interaction has a significant impact on prefrontal connectivity as measured with ICA. More in detail, we find that G-carrying cannabis users, who have poorer behavioral performance, also have greater VLPFC connectivity during the n-back task. In line with well-established models of prefrontal function (Gottesman and Gould, 2003) , this result may be interpreted as the need of G-carrying cannabis users for greater prefrontal connectivity to perform a working memory task with lower levels of proficiency. In other words, the interaction between the G allele of rs1406977 and cannabis use elicits inefficient prefrontal connectivity during working memory.
Interestingly, we find a gene by cannabis use interaction on the VLPFC ICA component only. VLPFC has been reported to play a critical role in guiding the selection and retrieval of semantic/linguistic knowledge (non spatial data) (Thompson-Schill et al, 1997; Wagner et al, 2001) . Furthermore, previous studies have consistently indicated that cannabinoids exert a profound influence on synaptic plasticity underlying learning and memory. Verbal learning and memory have been perhaps the most consistently impaired cognitive functions in studies of acute cannabis administration and in long-term cannabis users (Solowij and Michie, 2007) , as well as in heavy or long-term cannabis users in the unintoxicated state (Pope et al, 2001; Solowij et al, 2002; Grant et al, 2003) . Thus, these previous findings and the present results suggest that genetically determined lower prefrontal CNR1 levels are associated with abnormalities in the neuronal networks related with verbal working memory in healthy cannabis users.
On the other hand, based on GLM analysis, we do not find an interaction between rs1406977 and cannabis use on prefrontal activity during working memory. Divergent findings on prefrontal activity and connectivity in our study may be related in part by the fact that GLM and ICA approaches likely investigate different physiological CNR1 gene, cannabis use and working memory M Colizzi et al mechanisms (Xu et al, 2013) . More in detail, GLM analysis detects changes in brain activity based on a priori task design and hemodynamic response function (functional specificity). Instead, ICA is a multivariate statistical approach that detects patterns of functional connectivity within multiple networks, identifying multiple spatially independent and temporally synchronous activity patterns in brain regions (functional covariance) (Xu et al, 2013) . Thus, it is possible that the VLPFC functional connectivity better identifies the interaction between CNR1 genotype and cannabis use compared with localized activity in prefrontal areas. Moreover, task performance might have masked genotype association with brain functional activity during working memory. However, when including subjects' performance as covariate, the results were not significantly affected.
A previous report (Kanayama et al, 2004) indicated greater PFC activity during working memory in spite of similar behavioral performance in cannabis users compared with non-users. In the present study, we do not find a main effect of cannabis use on working-memory-related prefrontal activity. Lack of consistency between our results and this previous study can be in part be related to characteristics of the samples investigated. For example, we studied long abstinent (at least 6 months of abstinence) individuals with prevalent slight/mild pattern of cannabis use. Differently, this previous study examined brain activity in a population of long-term heavy cannabis users after 6-36 h from the last cannabis use.
A previous study reported a CNR1 rs2023239 by cannabis use interaction on bilateral hippocampus volumes (Schacht et al, 2012) . Because this SNP has been associated with differential CNR1 mRNA expression in PFC (Hutchison et al, 2008) , our study together with this previous report suggest that CNR1 variation predicting differential prefrontal receptor expression can also predict alteration in memory-related brain structures and functions in the context of cannabis use. Therefore, depending on the expression level of CNR1 receptors, some individuals seem to be more vulnerable to the cannabis-induced deleterious effects on regional specific brain structures and functions associated with memory processing.
The presence of only a limited number of subjects with a pattern of heavy cannabis use in our sample (daily use and/ or use for more than 5 years) is a limitation that needs to be taken into account. Although we used 'lifetime cannabis use' in the gene by cannabis interaction, we cannot further explore 'frequency of use' because of the very limited statistical power. Moreover, although including only Caucasians was useful to avoid any potential effect of population stratification, this selection limited the generalizability of our results to other ethnicities.
Working memory deficits and prefrontal anomalies are crucially associated with schizophrenia (Weinberger et al, 2001) . Furthermore, convergent findings suggest that CNR1 signaling may be abnormal in patients with this brain disorder, even if the functional specificity of these anomalies is unclear (Dalton et al, 2011) . Moreover, CNR1 has been inconsistently associated with diagnoses of schizophrenia (Chavarría-Siles et al, 2008; Seifert et al, 2007) , and genetic variability and cannabis use appear to interact in conferring risk for psychosis (Caspi et al, 2005; van Winkel et al, 2011b , Di Forti et al, 2012 . Interestingly, CNR1 signaling has been implicated in dopamine signaling (Bloomfield et al, 2014) , which is centrally linked with schizophrenia (Weinberger et al, 2001) . Therefore, further investigation of the putative relationship between the present findings and schizophrenia is warranted.
